
   
 
    
 
 
 
 
Should the Host Organization default on an advertised payout/s in an ADO Sanctioned 
tournament, the following course of action will apply: 
 

    The Host Organization will: 
--  forward a breakdown of actual payouts made in all advertised tournament events 

with a corresponding list of money winners by  event/place  (including all available 
addresses) to the ADO Office  within fourteen (14) days  of the tournament date/s. 

 

--  forward all ADO Surcharge Fees (together with the ADO Championship Points 
System Report Form) to the ADO Office within fourteen (14) days of the 
tournament date/s. 

 

--  make full financial restitution to the players, equal to the difference between the 
advertised purse and actual payout/s made, within ninety (90) days of the 
tournament date/s.  At the discretion of the ADO Board a payment plan may be 
instituted, should circumstances so warrant. 

 

--  be deprived of ADO Sanctioning rights for a period of one (1)   calendar year from 
the date of written notification.  ADO Sanctioning  rights may be reinstated in the 
second year; HOWEVER the provisions set   forth in Application Procedure Item 
A-2-d) of the "ADO Sanctioning Requirements and Procedures" WILL be 
exercised for a period to be determined by the resident Area Manager (said period 
not to exceed three (3) years). 

 

Should the Host Organization fail to comply with the aforementioned requirements, it will 
be subject to the suspension of ADO Membership rights and benefits until such time as full 
restitution is made. 
 

The ADO will provide written notification to the offending Host Organization, outlining all 
applicable penalties, requirements and procedures in accordance with this "Default 
Policy".  Based on the willingness and cooperation of said Host Organization to comply, the 
ADO will: 
 

--  award all applicable ADO Championship Points to deserving ADO Member 
players. 

 

--  initiate appropriate action, legal or otherwise on behalf of the unpaid participants.     

-- provide the Host Organization with the relevant information, advice, and 
assistance in an attempt to prevent a similar occurrence in the future.  
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